Richard W. Wolf of Ill. (Chicago)

Business man - first friend
of Dr. Seaborn & Magnan -

Wanted him as Minister to Ireland - sold the Irish Free State bonds.
S.E. Matz
Elger Neumann's son
for a Dip. Prom-
Herakles Kemna
Kuntel to helpful, a
musician in some other
Leland Harper
John A. MacMurray
Leo Jack (in Buffalo)
Norman Greszard (native Izeho Slavekia)
James W. Baker - 6th L.t. (barracks of slaves)
Levee Recom. 17th
Dr. W. J. Farmer (colored) to Liberia
Mr. Nelson Morris
Walt Emmerman
Anthony Holmes of King (Dealholl)
Frank T. Devall of de la. Was in June 30 yrs.
Judge A. Emmet Jeffery of Chart (De Palaun)
Mrs. Ann Bannning of L.A.
Merritt Nicholas.
In Draft

Emma White - up to a fixation.

Perf. Maffat - not yet, Class 1.
Young - 80 & field.

Tommy Kendall - not in C.

Wallace Murray - not in C.

Kelly - " " "

Embassy

Chile - General Braden - Hold till August.

Germany -

Peru - Meredith Nicholson? Hold till August.

Poland - Ludaky (John) Legations.

Bolivia - F. Sterling

Colombia - Whitehouse

Costa Rica - Ivan Eberhardt till Dec. Then fill with Davies?

Guatemala - Transfer Hanna from Nicaragua -

Honduras - 220 sacks.

Nicaragua - Judge Mimsel of St. Med. Miss.

Panama - Lind Gonzales (k.e.)

Paraguay - Port Wheeler - stay
Athens - Julius Day
Austria - George Sartre
Bulgaria - Cordell's friend
Czechoslovakia - Francis White
Egypt - Bert Fred

Finnland - [name illegible]
Ireland - [name illegible]

Ireland - W. M. McDowell

Netherlands - Rice - thin in meat

Persia - [name illegible]

Portugal - Caldwell

Rumania - [name illegible]

Siam - [name illegible]

Sweden - John Nicholas Brown
Argentina - Rhode

Belgium - Congo

Brazil - (Rhode)

China - Kwan (

Ethiopia - Leaves for a while?

France - (Rhode)

Germany - (Rhode)

Straits - In

Great Britain - (Rhode)

Curry

Italy - (Rhode)

Somers - In

Japan - (Rhode)

Dominica - In

Peru - (Rhode)

Poland - (Rhode)

Spain - (Rhode)

Turkey - (Rhode)

W. A. jakew - W. A.
South America -
Bolivia - (C. Teale, Jr.)
Colombia - (Caffrey C.)
Cuba - (Herbert C.)
Ecuador - (Lundtman C.)
Peru - (Herbert C.)
Paraguay - (C. Teale, Jr.)

Trinidad - (H. Isamul C.)

Leaves -

Argentina - (M. Harnaas C.)

Brazil - (M. Harnaas C.)

Canada - (Warren Robins, Jr.)

Note: The document contains a mix of notes and names, possibly indicating various travel itineraries or contacts.
Legal Ave,

- Libya (Lamon P.) 30 - Polit. Out.
- India (Johnson P.) 30 - Out.
- Bulgaria (Johnson P.) 30 - Out. Casimir White stays.
- Czechoslovakia (Vacant P.) Casimir White UK.
- Denmark (Latham P.) Ruth Bryan Dunn UK.
- Egypt (Jordan P.) Out.
- Lithuania (Vacant) (Hiner P.) 30 Out.

leave

Estonia - (Scottish c.) - (Vacant). Good host for young lads.

Finland - (Brady P.) Mr. Nicholson UK.

Ireland - (Vacant) - Lincoln. W. Yough UK.

Hungary - (W. Roosevelt P.) - made a gentleman.

Ireland - (Sterling) '27. P. wants to stay.

Libera (Mitchell) - P. - will be good men.

Norway (Rickett c.) - Bad marriage - '25.

Netherlands (Henson P.) - W. G. Rice UK.

To stay.
Persea (North P.) What had just? Favor letter?
Portugal (South P.) Sidney Osborne UK (see Debussy's note)
Romania (Char. Wilson C) But had man - What's picture? (Petite?)
Sam (Kraftman P)

Sweden (Morhead P) Steinaert, UK.
Switzerland (Wilson C) Learn to stay.
South Africa (Tutin C) Learn.
Sugo (Sugia) (Daily Price P) Leland Harrison

Promotions

in class 1.
Krasa - Good
Byington - This list he cannot
Attenton - To stay in London
North - Jet expert - To stay in Tokyo.

Leland Harrison - Was tired by
Nature - Good man. Wants to;
If in this West, Endes. Go back
Guatemala?

Sugia (Sugia) (Daily Price P)
April 13, 1933.

The Rehabilitation Corporation
51 East 42nd Street
New York, N.Y.

Hon. Homer S. Cummings,
Hamilton Hotel,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Cummings:

May I, in connection with the consideration of my name for the Ambassadorship to Chile, assure you unequivocally that there does not now exist and that for many years past there has not existed any business or other interests of mine or of any member of my family that, even remotely, could conflict with my conscientious discharge of the duties of that high office; and that I would not consider assuming its duties if any personal conflicting interest or the slightest embarrassment of any kind possibly could arise.

The only interest financial or otherwise I ever have had in the Braden Copper Company was one $500 bond which I received as a gift. This I disposed of in 1916. Neither my wife nor any of my children have ever had any such interest whatsoever.

My father practically retired from business in 1918. He has had no financial or other interest in the Braden Copper Company since approximately 1911, nor has any member of our family, directly or indirectly, except as above stated.

I think it was in 1926 or 1927 that my father bought from some Chilean friends, as an accommodation to them, a few hundred shares of Andes Copper Mining Company stock, but he sold these shares in 1929. These shares represent the very last holdings of any member of our family in any copper or other business concern operating in Chile or in any other South American country.

My financial interest in Andes Copper Mining Company and Santiago Mining Company, amounting to a total of not more than $50,000, was largely disposed of in 1918 and completely disposed of in 1924, at the same time my father similarly sold his interests in these companies.

Since 1919 I have had no connection whatsoever with the copper business anywhere in the world.

The name Braden, in relation to the copper industry, is a matter of historical interest only, as none of us neither now nor for many years past have had any connection with it either here or abroad.

With cordial regards,

Faithfully yours,

[Signature]

SB-s
TELEGRAM

The White House
Washington

SC 1 WU JM 46 Government 1050am

SC., Washington, D. C., Junr 8, 1933.

Louis Howe,
Secretary to the President,
The White House:

Please bring to the attention of the President my recommendation of Judge R. Emmett Jeffery, of Newport, Ark., to be minister to Uruguay. A statement of his experience and qualifications supported by recommendations of prominent citizens is on file with the Secretary of State. Please advise.

Joe T. Robinson, U.S.S.
April 5, 1933

Honorable Franklin D. Roosevelt,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

Referring to the recommendation of the Secretary of State of Honorable James M. Baker, former Secretary of the U. S. Senate, for Minister to Egypt, I wish to advise that I have known Mr. Baker for some forty years and can state that he has always been a consistent Democrat. He rendered the Roosevelt forces very valuable assistance before and after the Convention of 1932. He made, in my opinion, one of the best Secretaries the U. S. Senate has had in my time.

Mr. Baker is courteous, cautious, considerate and painstaking in his consideration of matters and people. He is happy in his relationship to people and possesses a diplomatic attitude, training and experience. He would, in my opinion, make an excellent Minister to Egypt and I sincerely hope that the recommendation of the Secretary of State in this connection may receive your approval.

Very sincerely,

Daniel C. Roper
Secretary of Commerce.